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PREPARATIONWriting (Task 1):Expressing approximationWe use

words to express approximation when the point we are trying to

descirbe is between milestones on the graph. Such as:just under just

overwell under well over roughly nearlyapproximately around

aboutYou will be given a graph with two lines. Your task is to

describe the information given in the graph by writing a 150 words

report. You are not asked to give your opinion.Guidelines for a good

answer:Dose the report have a suitable structure?amp.#61548. Dose

it include connective words to make the writing cohesive within

sentences and paragraphs?Dose the report use suitable grammar and

vocabulary?amp.#61548. Does it include a range of appropriate

vocabulary?Does the report meet the requirements of the

task?amp.#61548. Does it describe the whole graph

adequately?amp.effect, argument and

discussionCause&amp.effect:Look at a sample worksheet, you

should think of the questions:Every large city in the world has to face

the problem of increasing traffic jams and the air pollution that they

cause. Our health and the environment are in danger from the

growing numbers of cars or other provate motor vehicles.Why is

traffic such a problem today? How can this problem be reduced?1.

What is the topic?2. In your answer, what do you need to write

about?3. How many paragraphs do you think this essay needs?4. Can



you think of some causes and effects of traffice, and think of some

solutions?We should write 5 or 4 paragraphs for this essay:a.

introduction (the topic) b. causes (2) c. effects(2) d. solutions(2) e.

conclusionsOR. a. Introdution b. causes and effects c. solutions e.

conclusionsDiscussion:Look at a sample worksheet, you should

think of the questions below:Many people now have personal

computers and the use of electronic services such as the internet is

becoming more widespread. Some people, and some parents in

particular, are concerned about unlimited access to electronic

services and would like this access to be controlled nationally or even

internationally.To what extent do you agree with this idea of

controlling access to electronic services?1. What is the topic?2. “To

what extent⋯” questions can usually be changed to an easier 

“Yes/No” type questions. Write an easier question.3. What kind

of answer do you need to write?4. Brainstrom some ideas.We should

write 4 paragraphs for this essay:a. Introduction (the topic) b.

advantages(2) c. disadvantages(2) d. conclusionIn IELTS test, there

are not such difference between argument and discussion essay, just

follow the strategies above. To show your own opinion at the end of

the argument essay.NOTICE:Each paragraph you should have TS

(topic sentence), SS (supporting sentence) and DS (developing

sentence) to make up your essay. Look at the following example

paragraph:There are two advantages in living in Sydney comapred to

other cities in Australia(TS). The first advantage is its position(SS1).

Sydney is located on the Harbour as well as the Pacific Ocean

(DS1.1). Whe 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直接下载
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